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Abstract

This article is talking about teaching listening, rvhich always said as the borine class anC quite. Here the
students alrvays feel difficult before they try. Listening class ahval,s identical sith Iisren anJ meni:tr:r rrr tjll
the blanks or answer the question so must keep sileni. The same strategies aluars be dor:e anJ:l::lir
siudents spend their time r'vith sleeping in the class. Actuallr'. there are some stratesies tbr teaching ils:en:nl
cornprehension to develop students'skills; they are Cognitive and Meta cognitire strareoies. Hoii r,,e
combine it both and use it rvell so students can develop their listening skills. Here \\e can maie::: ci:ss
more interactive. In listening subject, there are two processes they are bottom up process and lrrp dLr..\:
process. It is needed to get the information from the audio or video that they hear. The sruden'rs r.roi onlr
hcar. fill the blanks and answer the questions, but they also discuss or debate it in conversation each Lrih.: or
in the group, and teacher also can make the role-play here so make the class more lun and inrerau-iiie.
Everyone rvill participate in listening class so it is mean develop their skills in hearing- gi-ainr:1a:.
pronunciation, vocabulary, and speaking. Teacher assess the listening with their application. hou qoo; ip.3:,
get the information from the audio or video and can discuss (playing games. debates or Ciscussion, i:..,.:ll-.
the other students in class.
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A. Introduction
In education. especially in English subject. listening is taught bl teacher.: i--::.,i ::-r.:.-.> ar,e in

understanding utterances by a speaker. Some strategies has been created in o:;:::,- :r-1t.: s:-:e:.rs more
actile in listening such as rvhispering games, listening and retelling stories. .i:t:;-, _: .! :.--:.:.r-;r,;ng tasks-
etc. l-hose have one aim that is making students become familiar uith list:r:l-: i::..: ,::i:;;.ej. so rhe\
can continue their skills into speaking, reading, and rvriting.

In teaching listening. teachers should not only teach but also can siir:.Jl::. :. r . -i:l-ens r,r be actir.e
and get participation in learning and teaching activity. especialll in Iisrenin-: >!:,-:. ::- sL--jes-i uri reacher
in teaching listening is shorvn by students' good response.

students usually listen selectively that is accordin-q to the purpose oi l:e :=..,. "
given b,u- the teachers will be accepted by students. Sometimes. srudents je:l i:: ::
they do not understand. According to Siahaan (2007:93) the success ot- :-,_ -: _l- =-
consideration. It isnot only the hierarchical formal linguistics. but also:i.: :-:.:.\:-:
of a communicative interaction. Therefore. teachers' internal lactors aisi, .:: -.--:
and teaching activity'.

Some of the teachers had problems in teaching listening. sur-h:rs L:i
what the teacher said, students could not answer the question based ..: .r_: . -;:
\vrong perceptions after listening rvhat the teacher said. Ther otien cil :.: : -::. i:
class. and it made students could not accept the messa_q.e. So r',hl;: :--::::i.-.
students' listening comprehension skills?.

With literalll'- hundreds of possible strategies arailable irr :c.--:, :: :.:- -_- - -:,
,'vill be helpful for you to think in terms of seleral kinds oliisrer:r 

= 
:,j::-::--tr-_. :-_

d.-l in a listenin-s strategies- Sometimes these t) pes of pertbrma;tce::.- er:.:_'::- - - :"
iask and sometimes they are themselves the sum total olthe 3.ii\i:r :,, ; >:::,.-, ::..: .
the strategies for developing the students' listenin_s comprehe rsi,,.. .,.i ..

B. Brief Review of Related Theories
Listening is an invisible mental process. making ir ci:'1:c-::r ::,:

hetrveen sounds. understand vocabulalv and grarnmatical stn:"-.:l:-e.. .:.::::
inlerpret this rvithin the immediate as u'ell as the larser >(\; ---.--*
iistening. in its broadest sense. as a process o1- receir inq ,i i:: '-r: :

orientation); constructing and representing meanin,e (consrrucrir : r,:i:::::
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speaker and responding (collaborative orientation): and. creating meanirrg through involvement. imagination
and empathy (transformative orientation). Listening is a complex, active proceis of interpretation in r.vhich
listeners match what they hear with what they already; know (Lairy Vandergrift-
http ://vlrrrw. llas.ac.uk/resources/sp 9/67).
Definition Of Teaching

- Teach
- Theactorbusinessofi nstructing:also.thatrvhichistaught;instruction.
- theactivitiesof'educatingorinstructingorteaching;activitiesthatimpanknowledgeorskill
- theprofessionofateacher; "hepreparedforteachingwhilesti llincollege";"pedagogyisrecognizedasanimp

ortantprofession "
- "teaching is the process of carrying out those activities that experience has shor.vn to be effective in

getting students to learn"
(http://ardictionary.com/Teaching/I 174) -

Listening lr,.

There are some definitions of listening. Tarigan (2008:30) states that listening is not the same as
hearing.'Listening is hearing uses an understanding. Russell and Anderson in Tarigan (2008: 30). people
hear because people cannot tum their ears off, but people do not always listen. The hearing and listening are
different but interrelated. The first step in listening process is hearing. Howatt and Dakinln yagang (2b0g:
online) says that listening is the ability to identify and understand what others are saying. Th-is involves
understanding a speaker's accent or pronunciation, his grammar and his vocabulary, and grasping his
meaning.

According to Rost (2002: 7). Iistening is a process involving a continuum of active processes, lvhich
are under the control ofthe listener. and passive processes: which are not. While, Gebhard 1i009:1470; states
that listening is not a passive activity. Rather, he adds that listening places many demands on us. For example
when people participate in face-to-face or telephone exchanges, they need to be receptive to others, which
include paying attention to explanations, questions. and opinions.

It concluded that listening is an active activity as a process ofhearing the signs verbally with attention.
understanding and appreciation also interpretation to get information and component of communication that
is not delivered by speakers through utterances or verbal language"
Types of Listening

According to Harmer (2007:303) There are two types of listening they are: extensive and intensive
listening. Extensive Iistening will usually take place outside the classroom: in the student's home, car or on
personal MP3 players as they travel from one place to another.

- Extensive listening is listening activities to general thing without teachers'' guidance, Tarigan(200g:
39). A good source for extensive listening is using both of book form and on an audio track. Harmer
(2007:303) states that many students enjoy reading and listening at the same time.

Whereas intensive listening is listening to natural language in generally and does not use a rule
(Tarigan, 2008 : 43). The role of teachers in intensive listening is as a supervisor. Intensive listening is
directed to language teaching and understanding. Intensive listening is appropriate for literature appreciation.
It means intensive listening contains more concrete information and often it is easy for the siudents to
understand on first hearing.
Factors that Influence Listening

Tarigan (2008: 104) said. that there are three main factors that influence listening. They are physic,
psychology and experience factors. Physical situation or students' health lvill influence listening. If the
students are ill, students lvill not focus on listening. Besides that. classroom situation also st be considered by
the teachers- In psychological factors- the students are not sympathy to the teachers or listening materials.
having privacy problems. less insight about the material and fbelingbored in studyin-e. The last factor is
experience. The lack of willingness in listening is because of the lack of experience in it. In other hand. if the
students never study listening betbre, they will ,eet trouble in understanding each utterance. But. if the
students have studied listening before. it can make them learn liom their mistakes in their past experience.
Listening Process:

There are two distinct processes involved in listening comprehension. Listeners use'top-down'
processes when they use prior knou'ledge to understand the meaning of a message. Prior knorvledge can be
knorvledge of the topic. the listening context, the text-t)'pe- the culture or other information stored in lon_s-
terrn memor,v- as schemata (t"vpical sequences or common situations around u,hich u,orld knou,ledge is
organized). Listeners use content rvords and contextual clues to fbrm hypotheses in an exploratory fashion.
(Larry Vandergrift-http://wwrv.llas.ac.uk/resources/gps/67)

Gebhard (20O9:148-149) rvho states there are two distinct processes that is involved in
comprehending spoken English; bottom-up processing and top-dovvn processing. Bottom-up processing in
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listening refers to a process of decoding a message that the listener hears through the analysis of sounds.
words and gmmmar. Top-dorvn process in listening rel-ers to the process ol using background knowledge to
comprehend a message. The background knowledge can be in the tbrm of previous knowledge about the
tilpic- in the form of situational knowledge. and in the lbrm ol-schemata' or plans about the overall structure
of events and the relationship between them.

On the other hand. listeners also use 'bottom-up' processes rvhen thev use linguistic knowledge to
understand the meaning of a message. They build meaning liom lo,uver level sounds to words to grammatical
relationships to lexical meanings in order to amive at the final message. Listening comprehension is not either
14.rp-down or bottom-up processing, but an interactive. interpretive process where listeners use both prior
knowledge and linguistic knowledge in understanding messages. The degree to which listeners use the one
process or the other will depend on their knowledge of the lan-euage. familiarity with the topic or the purpose
for listening.

Listening Strategies..
Listening strategies are techniques or activities that contribute directly to the comprehension and

recall oflistening input. Listening strategies can be classified by how the listener processes the input.
Top-dotun strategies are listener based; thd iistener taps into background knowledge of the topic, the

situation or context, the type of text, and the language. This background knowledge activates a set of
expectations that help the listener to interpret what is heard and anticipate what will come next. Top-down
strategies include: (l) listening for the main idea; (2) predicting; (3) drarving inferences;(4) summarizing

Bottom-up stralegies are text based; the listener relies on the language in the message, that is, the
combination of sounds, words, and grammar that creates meaning. Bottom-up strategies include

- listening for specific details
- recognizing cognates
- recognizing word-order patterns

Strategic listeners also use metacognitive strategies to plan. monitor. and evaluate their listening.
- They plan by deciding ',vhich listening strategies rvill serve best in a particular situation.
- They monitor their comprehension and the effectiveness ofthe selected strategies.
- They evaluate by determining rvhether they have achieved their listening comprehension goals and

vvhether the combination of listening strategies selected was an effective one.
Successful listening can also be seen at in terms ofthe strategies the listener uses rvhen Iistening. Does

the leamer focus mainly on the content of a text- or does he or she also consider horv to listen? A focus on
horv to listen raises the issues of listening strategies. Strategies can be thought of as the ways in which a
ieamer approaches and'manages a task. These activities seek'to involve listeners actively in the'process of
listening. Buck in Richards ( 2008: l0-15) identifies nvo kinds of srategies in listening, they are:
Cognitive strategies

Mental activities related to comprehending and storing input in rvorking memory or long-term
memory for later retrieval-

- Comprehension processes: Associated tith the processine ollinguistic and nonlinguistic input
- Storing and memory processes: Associated rvith the storing of linguistic and nonlinguistic inputs in

rvorking memor)' or long-term memoq
- Using and relrieval processes: Associated *'ith accessing memory in order to be ready for outputs.

Meta cognitive strategies
They are conscious or unconscious mental activities that perform an executive function in the

management of cognitive strategies.
- Assessing the situation; Taking stock of conditions surrounding a language task by assessing one's

own knowledge. one's available internal and external resources. and the constraints ofthe situation
before engaging in a task.

- Monitorir?g: Determining the efl'ectiveness of one's o\\,n or another's perlbrmance u,hile engaging in
a task

- Self-evalualing; Determining the ef'fectiveness of one's orvn or another's performance afier
engaging in the activity.

- Self-testing: Testing one to determine the effectiveness o1-one's ou'n language use orthe lack olthe
langua-ee accepting.

Othenvise. Listening also use socio-al-fective stratesies. Vandegrift (online: htto://rvrvw.llas.ac.uk/
E:11-r{qss/gpd$Z) said that, Listeners use metacognitive. cognitive and socio-aflective strategies to t-acilitate
c:ornprehension and to make their leaming more efJbctive. Metacognitive strategies are important because
thel' oversee. regulate or direct the language learning process. Cognitive strategies manipulate the material to
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be leamed or apply a specific technique to a listening task. Socio-af-fective strategies describe the techniques
Iisteners use to collaborate with others, to i,erify understanding or to lower anxiety.

Language learning depends on listening. Listening provides the aural input that serves as the basis for
language acquisition and enables leamers to interact in spoken communication.

Effective language instructors sholv students horv they can adjust their listening behavior to deal r.vith
a variety of situations. types of input, and listening purposes. They help students develop a set of listening
strategies and match appropriate strategies to each listening situation.

Teaching Listening
In teaching listening teachers need to let students hear different varieties and accents in order to

expose students not only about grammar and vocabulary but also about pronunciation, rhythm. intonation,
pitch, and stress. Listeners may begin with pre-recorded announcements, telephone messages. telephone
exchanges, shd;t daily dialogues, etc. to materials which questions do not demand detailed understanding ttt
more difficult -icripted materials. Listening is special because listeners cannot flick back to previous
paragraph and spoken language (monologue or dialogue) itself has unique features (including incomplete

..utterances, repetitions, hesitations) and other spoken factors (like tone, intonation. rhythm. and background
noise). Micro skills of listening comprehension includes retaining language chunks of different lengths in
shoft-term memory. Discriminating distinctive sounds of language; recognizing stress patterns. rhytmic
structure, and intonational contours for signalling information; distinguishing word boundaries, a core of
words, and patterns and significance of word order; recognizing grammatical word classess, systems,
patterns, rules, and elliptical forms; processing speech containing pauses, errors, corrections, and other
performance variables; recognizing particular meaning expressed in different grammatical forms; etc.Some
listening techniques for interactive listening are building semantic netlvork of word associations; recognizing
familiar word and relating it to a category; following direction; discriminating betrveen registers and tones;
recognizing missing words or grammar markers;clarifying utterance or text meaning using specific language
knowledge; incomplete input, and cultural background; using context to build and confirm expectations;
determining the accuracy ofprediction about content; analyzing in detail a section oftext. making inferences
to evaluate statement, filling in missing information in a text, and discovering speaker's misstatement or
ideas.

Gebhard (2009: 3a) states that listening is not a passive skill but an active one because r.ve need to be
receptive to others- which include paying attention to explanations- questions. and opinions. Similarly- Brou n
in Syaifullah (2009: online) also defines that listening is an interactive process involving a number of
different cognitive, psychomotor, and affective mechanisms.

Otherwise. it is very important to keep attention with pedagogical sequence, it wili gui,Ce the teachers
to teach listening rvell. Good sequence will make the students be easy to understanding the leaming step by
step and help the students become self-regulated learners.

Vandegrift (online: htto://wunv.llas.ac.uk/resources/gpgy'67) states that The following pedagogical
sequence can develop an a\.vareness of the process of (one-!vay) listening and help students acquire the
metacognitive knowledge critical to success in listening comprehension. A pedagogical sequence lbr
development of two-way listening skills used largely in interaction rvith another speaker can be found in.
Here the pedagogical sequence base on Vandegrift:
Planning for the successful completion of a listening task

Pre-listenin-e activities help students make decisions about what to listen for and. subsequentl-y-- to
focus attention on meaning lvhile listening. During this critical phase of the listening process- teachers
prepare students for what they rvill hear and what they are expected to do. First- students need to brin-e to
consciousness their knorvledge of the topic, their knowledge of horv information is organized in different
texts and any relevant cultural information. Second. a purpose for listening must be established so that
students knorv the specific inlormation they need to listen for and/or the degree of detail required. Usin_e all
the available information, students can make predictions to anticipate what the,v- might hear.
Nlonitoring comprehension during a listening task

During the listening activity itself. students monitor their comprehension and make decisions about
strategy use. Students need to evaluate continually rvhat thel' are comprehending and check:

- consistency u,ith their predictions. and
- internal consistency; i.e.. the ongoing intelpretation olthe oral text ol interaction.

Teacher intervention during this phase is virtually impossible because of the ephemeral nature of listening.
Periodic practice in decision-making skills and strategy use can sharpen inferencing skills and help students
to monitor more el}'ectively.
Evaluating the approach and outcomes of a listening task
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,rr.s nrade durin_s a listening task. The teacher can
s:rJenLs to assess the ef-fectiveness of strategies used"
:L dit'lerent students can also stimulate retlection and
share indilidual routes leading to success: e.g. horv
s ord or hou someone modilled a particular strategy.

1 Il .!,:;..'.ti
:1r;:t! : r '- - -i.' : ;: ;i i l-.)'t: rl {: amprehension Skills

I r r - . .-.. ::l.ints horv they can adjust their listening behavior to deal rvith
r *- :' r .: . -:-:. :1: lisiening purposes. They help students develop a set oflistening
...--:- r -'- r. .: -::- :--: r--::=i.3stoeachlisteningSituation.

- :r'r' '- ]-; :. . :-: .:- .'.-les or activities that contribute directly to the comprehension and
. :: 1 - 1 r - - ..:: -: :r:leqies can be classified by hor.v the listener processes the-input.

: " - ': ,-- : : : . :: i . .:lerer based: the listeners taps into background knowledge of the bpic. the
- 1: :-.:.:. t,: iext. and the language. This background knorvledge activates a set of

: :':r. ;... rr .'.,, -: I -:: .!:e:.ers to interpret rvhat is heard and anticipate what will come next. Top-dorvn
j. !-.-: *.:r r - --r :.c:..:r=: ior the main idea, predicting, drawing inferences- and summarizing.

r:, i: '|---: ::i::3:i-s are text based; the listeners relies on the language in the message, that is, the
. 'r r i*i. ' . . i.. -:is. .'reld5. and grammar that creates meaning. Bottom-up strategies include: listening for
,ro - '- - t,;"-: :. ;3;..grizin9 cognates, recognizing word-order patterns

::':,:-i.: ..,rlenei-s also use metucognilive strategies to plan- monitor, and evaluate their listening.
- - ier plan by' deciding tvhich listening strategies r.vill serve best in a particular situation.
- t ney monitor their comprehension and the effectiveness ofthe selected strategies.
- Thel evaluate by determining whether they have achieved their listening comprehension goals

and u'hether the combination of listening strategies selected \\'as an effective one.
Lrarmer (2007:309) said that listening routines, based on the same principles as those for viewing. are

..l:ilarir designed to provoke engagement and expectations.
Pictureless listening (language): the teacher covers the screen- tums the monitor away from
the students or turns the brightness control right down. The students then listen to a dialogue
and have to guess such things as rvhere it is taking place and r.vho the speakers are.

- Pictureless listening (music): rvhere an excerpt has a prominent music track, students can
listen to it and then say based on the mood it appears to convev. rvhat kind ofscene they think it
accompanies and where it is taking place.
Picturelejs listening (sound effects): in a scene rvithout dialogue students can listen to the
sound effect to guess lvhat is happening.

- Picture or speech: we can divide the class in two so that half olthe class faces the screen and
hallfaces arvay. The students rvho can see the screen have to describe s'hat is happening to the
students u'ho cannot. This fbrces them into immediate fluencr rvhile the non-rvatching students
struggle to understand r,vhat is going on. and is an effectir,e nar of mixing reception and
production in spoken English.

- Subtitles: there are many ways we can use subtitled films. John Field in Harmer (2007:310)
suggests that one way to enable students to listen to authentic material is to allorv them to have
subtitles to help them.

Integrating Listening Strategies With Textbook Audio And Video
Base on Hatmer- Jeremy-lburth edition in Kurniati (2012). said that the idea rhar srudenrs can use this outline
fbr both in-class and out-of--class Iistening/r'ie\\,ing activities. Nlodel and pracrice rhe use of the outline at
least once in class before you ask students to use it independentlr.
l. Phn lbr listening/r'iervine

- Revieu'the vocabularl' list. if you have one
- Revierv the rvorksheet. ilyou have one
- Revierv any inlormation you have about the conlent olthe tape r ideer

2. Previeu, the tape/video
- (tape) Use fasl lbnvard to plal, segments of the tape: (r ideor r ie.,i trc r,ie., ri irh,r,.r'. sound
- Identif ,r, the kind of pro_eram ( neri s. documentarr . inter\ ie u . cr:r--: r

- Make a list of predictions about the content
- Decidehorvtodividethetape/r'ideointosectionsibrintensirelis:e:in:..e,',,:t

3. L,isten/vierv intensively section b,v-' section. For each section:
- .lot dou'n key '"vords you understand
- Ansrver the rvorksheet questions pertaining to the section
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- If you don't have a rvorksheet, rvrite a short summary olthe section
- Ask the students to discuss their ansrver together or in a group (they will have conversation. debates,

discussion, or teacher can make the rules as the role play)
4. Monitor your comprehension

- Does it fit with the predictions you made?
- Does your summary for each section make sense in relation to the other sections'J

5. Evaluate your listening comprehension progress

Assessing Listening Profi ciency
Listening has often played second fiddle to its counterpart, speaking.
We there for need to pay close attention to listening as a mode of performance for assessment in the

classroom. For full comprehension, test takers may at the extensive level need to involve lnteractive skills
(perhaps note-taking, questioning- discussion) listening as test-takers actively participate i;ir discussions,
debates, conversations, role pla,vs, and pair and group work. Their listening perfbrr,rance must-be intricately
integrated with speaking in the authentic give and take of communication interchange. Brown, Douglas. H.
(2004:120).

For example, for listening practice you have students listen to a weather report. Their purpose for
listening is to be able to advise a friend what to wear the next day. As a post-listening activity, you ask
students to select appropriate items of clothing from a collection you have assembled, or rvrite a note telling
the friend what to wear, or provide oral advice to another student (who has not heard the weather report). To
evaluate listening comprehension, you use a checklist containing specific features of the forecast, marking
those that are reflected in the student's clothing recommendations.

D. Conclussion and Suggestion
Based on the explanation above so can be conclude that listening is the complicated process and it is

very difficult. So many of the students said that listening is very difficult, bore and quite class. so the
teacher must be can make the listenin_e to be fun and students can enjoy it-
It is not easy but also not difficult, it is depend on the teachers do in the class, r.vhich strate,eies rvill able for
the students, that is why before teach- teachers need to knou'the students' ability and other factors that
influence their listening ability, othenvise the situation and condition of class rvill make the changes of
listening activities. The teachers must creative to use the media and combine it w'ith a good strategies- so
students can develop their listening comprehension skills.

For the assessing, the teacher can combine the assess, rvhich one in here the students must be
mastery English larrguage well. Ho'w good the students can get the information that has been listened frorn
the audio or video and discuss it or debates the ansr.ver ifthey have fill the questions sheets in conversation
(can be in group).
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